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a few months ago i released an update of my software that offers the possibility to work with podium files that use the skeleton
representation. now ive released a new update that adds support for skeleton files for the asian languages. i also added the

capability to use the old version of the english language folders if you want to continue using the old english folder. of course, you
can now modify this and change the folder name. the folder name is now the full name of the folder in the english folder. podium is

a 3d modeling software application for architects, engineers, and interior designers that organizes, aligns, and places 3d models
together. it automates the process of creating, managing, and rendering 3d models on the web. the software is available in 3

languages: english, french and spanish. podium v2.5.1 has been updated. new features include: the ability to filter your models by
materials to display only those with a specific color. this makes it easy to choose a material for your visualization or to quickly get a
list of materials to be used in your visualization. the ability to add a third number to your materials field in the podium settings to

allow you to have three materials per model (1, 2 and 3). this is a great feature for when you want to add two different materials to
a single model. the ability to create multiple models that contain the same geometry and different materials. this is a beta version.

please test it thoroughly before using. unzip podium-2.5.1-beta.zip and then double-click to install. to uninstall, just delete the
program and restore the previous version if necessary.
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Although the core of the PT slab acts like a continuous beam, applications can require using local limits to
control the maximum tendon force. Since the tendon forces can be closely monitored, additional stability

can be achieved by adding toe-in to the slab in the direction of the expected tendon tension to ensure
that the slab does not curve away from the force. Slabs are frequently curved and frequently

cantilevered, especially at the podium level. Toe-in typically results in significant reductions in slab
deflections, which can have a positive impact on MEP/FP site prep and performance (see In this new

version, we have also added a very essential high-end feature: Podium tools for analysis. Podium now
features five tools, one for each of the major building domains such as MEP, Mechanical & Building

Physics, Roof, Structure, and Zone. Along with the introduction of three new Podium layers (Facades,
Roofs, and Structures) came new analysis functions for these new layers. For instance, the Roof panel

includes functions such as: Occupancy Analysis, Effectiveness Analysis, and Soil-Pile Analysis. Concrete
Pavement Analysis, Zone Conductivity and Zone Dirt Analysis are new to MEP. The Roof panel also has an

interactive analysis function that allows the user to select a garage and click on it to have the software
calculate the force and moment resulting from the garage's garage door. The Structure panel also has an
interactive analysis function that allows the user to select a column and click on it to have the software

calculate the force and moment resulting from the column's bearing capacity. With the inclusion of
Structures, Podium has become the first available tool for structural engineers to calculate the moment

at points within the garage and beam-to-column connections. 5ec8ef588b
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